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Asteroid Spectral Modelling  

Analysis Thread (Monolithic Asteroid Composition) 

1. Shape Model Plate Exposure Map weighted By Node Mask Throughput 

2. Solar X-ray Irradiance Map Generation 

3. Repeat for each time step in the observation 

4. Integration over Exposure and Irradiance with single composition library produces output 

simulated spectra for one sample asteroid. 

5. Repeat generation over a sample of asteroid compositions 

6. Map abundance ratios to observed flux ratios. 

 

Analysis Thread / Tool Details 

1. Shape Model Plate Selection 

Geometry handled in VTK for each simulation time step. 

 

1. rex_shp_fov 

-Shape Model / Single Position Extraction of Solar and Asteroid Geometry for CXB and XRF 

Spectral Simulation Calculation. 

 

2. extract_data 

-Extraction of data from shape model mapped output to data table (Cell Information Preserved: 

No Information Loss) 

 

3. spectral_library.py 

-Generate Spectral Simulations over a Grid of Incidence and Emission Angles. 

 

4. integrated_spectrum.py 

-Integrate a spectral response "grid" over the asteroid geometry for the production of a simulated 

XRF spectrum and scattered solar background. 

 

5. integrated_cxb.py 



-Integrate CXB around the limb of the asteroid with the REXIS FoV. 

 

6. Co-Add XRF, Internal Background Model and CXB 

-Addition of the Internal Background Model for Full Instrument Simulation. 

 

7. Fit or measure line strengths vs. simulated abundance for individual elements 

-Extraction of line fluxes by band integration of full spectral fit. (Note: Band integration 

currently used in results presented to the group). 

 

8. Polynomial (3rd Order) Calibration Curve over Simulation Data 

-Calibration curve generation giving abundance ratios as a function of flux ratios. 

 

9. Abundance Error Extraction 

-Abundance error vs. time curve extraction based on flux and intrinsic scatter about the 

calibration curve. 

 

10. Asteroid Identification 

-Extraction of asteroid elemental abundance ration from the calibration curve with confidence 

intervals from #9. 


